Computational intelligence search and optimization algorithms have been efficiently adopted and used for many types of complex problems. Optics Inspired Optimization (OIO) is one of the most recent physics inspired computational intelligence methods which treats the search space of the problem to be optimized as a wavy mirror in which each peak is assumed to reflect as a convex mirror and each valley to reflect as a concave one. Each candidate solution is treated as an artificial light point that its glittered ray is reflected back by the search space of the problem and the artificial image is formed based on mirror equations adopted from Optics, as a new candidate solution. In this study, OIO for the first time has been designed as a solution search strategy for travelling tournament problem which is one of the current sport problems and aids to minimize transportation and total movement of teams. Furthermore, this problem has been firstly solved by League Championship Algorithm and obtained results from both synthetic and real datasets have been compared. By this study, new application areas for OIO and LCA have been introduced. Obtained results show the superiority of OIO which is a novel algorithm and seems to efficiently solve many complex problems.
Introduction
Most of the search and optimization methods require mathematical models of the system. Establishing a mathematical model for complex systems is often difficult. Even if the model is established, the solution time cannot be used due to the huge cost. Classical search and optimization algorithms are insufficient for complex large scale combinatorial and nonlinear search and optimization problems. Such algorithms are not effective in adapting them to interested problems. This, in many cases, requires some assumptions that may be difficult to validate. Often due to the natural solution mechanisms of classical search methods, the problem concerned is modeled such that the method will manage it. The solution strategy of classical optimization methods is usually dependent on the type of objectives and constraints and on the type of variables. Their effectiveness is also highly dependent on the solution space in the problem model, the number of constraints, and number of decision variables. Another important shortcoming is that they cannot present general solution purpose strategies that can be utilized in the case of different types of variables, objectives, and constraints. In other words, classical methods solve models that have a specific type of objective function or constraint functions. However, many optimization problems in management, sports, engineering, economy, computer, etc., require different types of variables, objective functions, and constraints in formulations simultaneously. Therefore, computational intelligence optimization methods are purposed and efficiently adapted. These methods have become very popular in recent years because they are computationally powerful and their transformations are easy [1] .
General-purpose computational intelligence search algorithms are divided into various groups such as biology-based, social-based, chemical-based, physics-based, music-based, mathematics-based, sportsbased, swarm-based, plant-based, and water-based. Their combinations can also be considered as hybrid category. Genetic algorithm, ant colony algorithms, and differential evolution algorithm are biologically based; simulated annealing algorithm and charged system search algorithm are physics based; human mental search is social based; artificial chemical reaction optimization algorithm is chemistry-based and musical composition method is music-based algorithm and models [3] .
Optics Inspired Optimization (OIO) is one of the most recent population-based physics inspired algorithms proposed by Kashan [23, 24] . OIO is inspired by the optical characteristics of concave and convex mirrors that can be utilized to solve different types of complex large scaled problems. When the light rays strike on the concave mirror, they reflect towards the principal axis and converge. When the light rays fall on the convex mirror, they reflect away from the principal axis and diverge. Exploration and exploitation capabilities of OIO are controlled by these concave and convex mirror phenomena.
In this study, OIO has been used as a solution search strategy for the first time in the Travelling Tournament Problem (TTP), which aims to minimize the moving problems of the current sports problems and the total movement of the sports teams. The obtained results are compared with the League Championship Algorithm (LCA) which is one of the most recent sports inspired artificial intelligence optimization algorithms [25] .
The organization of this work is as follows. In Section 2, information about computational intelligence optimization algorithms and their advantages are discussed. Physics-based OIO is briefly introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, TTP is explained in detail with examples. In Section 5, designing of OIO for the TTP that confronts the league is explained. The performance of the OIO optimized TTP is experimentally investigated in the real and synthetic dataset and the performance comparisons with the sports-based LCA are presented for the first time. Section 6 contains comments on what kind of problems OIO can be efficiently used for and what can be done in future works.
Computational Intelligence Search and Optimization
In most real-life problems, the solution space of the problem is infinite or so large that all solutions cannot be evaluated. For this to be acceptable, it is necessary to create and evaluate the candidate solutions and find a good solution within an acceptable time. The evaluation of solutions in such a way that they are acceptable for such problems actually means the evaluation of "some solutions" in the entire solution space. The way in which some solutions are chosen and how they are selected varies according to the computational intelligence technique [2, 3, 5] .
Computational intelligence algorithms provide general solution strategies when the optimization problem may have a structure in which the exact solution finding process cannot be identified. When a mathematical model cannot be constructed or when constructed model has different types of variables, objective functions, and constraint functions, they can also General-purpose computational metaheuristic search and optimization algorithms can be divided to ten categories according to different inspiration fields: as sociology, music, physics, biology, swarm, sports, chemistry, water, plant, and mathematics. Categorization is depicted in Table 1 .
Physics-based computational intelligence optimization methods mimic physical rules [9] . The most popular physics-based methods are magnetic optimization algorithm [46] , ions motion optimization [22] , central force optimization algorithm [47] , and OIO [23, 24] . Social based optimization algorithms are inspired by behaviors of people, human learning mechanism, and many features associated with the social situation of the people [36, 28] . Some of the popular social based optimization algorithms are named as Parliamentary optimization algorithm [8] , teaching-learning based optimization [39] , and social based algorithm [38] .
Harmony search [19] and musical composition algorithm [33] are music based methods. Artificial chemical reaction optimization algorithm [4] is a chemistry-based method. Genetic algorithm [21] and clonal selection algorithm [14] are well-known biological based algorithms. Base optimization algorithm [42] and golden sine algorithm [45] are mathematics based methods.
Particle swarm optimization [26] , chicken swarm optimization [32] , and ant colony algorithm [15] are some of the popular swarm inspired search and optimization algorithms proposed inspiring from swarm intelligence systems in nature.
Plant-based algorithms have been proposed by inspiration from plant intelligence [3] . Water-based algorithms have been proposed inspiring from the process in hydrology [35] .
Optics Inspired Optimization
OIO is one of the most recent population-based physics inspired algorithms proposed by Kashan [23] [24] [25] . OIO is inspired by the optical characteristics of concave and convex mirrors that can be utilized to solve different types of complex search problems. When the light rays strike on the concave mirror, they reflect towards the principal axis and converge. When the light rays fall on the convex mirror, they reflect away from the principal axis and diverge. Exploration and exploitation capabilities of OIO are controlled by these concave and convex mirror phenomena. The pictorial representation of an artificial image formation (new candidate solution generation) is shown in Figure 1 Demonstration of the law of reflection when light rays fall on convex mirror [23] to be sitting in front of an artificial wavy mirror (function surface) reflecting their images. OIO treats the surface of the function to be minimized or maximized as the reflecting mirror composed of peaks and valleys. Each valley is considered as a concave reflective surface and each peak is considered as a convex reflective surface [24] .
Figure 1
Demonstration of the law of reflection when light rays fall on convex mirror [23] Distances and radius have been computed as in Equations (1) and (2). After computing these values, Equation (3) is applied to obtain , .
(1)
Given the fact that (4) the image height of the ALP j can be calculated as in Equation (5):
Image position of the ALP j in iteration t can be computed as in Equation (6): Meaning of variables and formulations
Formulations and Variables Meaning
Position of artificial light point (ALP) j in the n-dimensional search space in iteration t (the jth solution in the population).
Individual in the population which passes the artificial principal axis through itself
Image position of the ALP j in iteration t. A new consequent image position (candidate solution) is calculated according to Equations (7) and (8): (9) is used to calculate the value of lateral aberration relevant to an AM which is reflecting the image of the ALP j in iteration t:
(
The flow-chart of OIO is demonstrated in Figure 2 .
where each valley represents the concave mirror and peek represents a convex mirror [23, 29] .
The candidate solutions in OIO are represented by artificial light points (ALP). Their rays strike at the mirror and reflect back to form artificial images (new candidate solutions) with the help of artificial mirror (AM). The reflected surface can be convex or concave. The variables used in OIO equations are described in Table 2 .
A number of artificial light points (points in R n+1 whose mapping in R n are candidate solutions for the interested problem) are assumed to be sitting in front of an artificial wavy mirror (function surface) reflecting their images. OIO treats the surface of the function to be minimized or maximized as the reflecting mirror composed of peaks and valleys. Each valley is considered as a concave reflective surface and each peak is considered as a convex reflective surface [24] .
Distances and radius have been computed as in Equations (1) and (2). After computing these values, Equation (3) is applied to obtain , . p j,i k Table 2 Meaning of variables and formulations
Image position of the ALP j in iteration t.
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A new consequent image position (candidate solution) is calculated according to Equations (7) and (8):
Equation (9) is used to calculate the value of lateral aberration relevant to an AM which is reflecting the image of the ALP j in iteration t:
The flow-chart of OIO is demonstrated in Figure 2 . 
Travelling Tournament Problem
Travelling Tournament Problem (TTP) is one of the most popular scheduling problems in any sport. Where the team travels when traveling charts are created is an important issue. It is a problem that has arisen by imitating the traveling salesman problem [44, 20, 37] .
There are professional leagues all over the world. They have great economic hedge because of the massive revenue generated by broadcast rights and ticket sales of popular matches. Therefore, the planning of these leagues is of great importance. Another important aspect is the creation of the time table for the tournament. During the season, which teams will match the other teams and the venues of the matches must be specified. Considering the distance between team numbers and locations, the time table of the Double Round Robin Tournament is used to reduce the total number of travel distances by teams [27, 12, 41] .
The TTP is a problem of optimizing tournament schedule. Given N teams with N even, Double Round Robin Tournament is a game series in which every team plays every other team exactly once at home and once away. The game is designated as an ordered pair of competitors. 2×(N-1) slots or time periods are required to play Double Round Robin Tournament. The distance between tool positions is given as N×N distance matrix. Each team starts in their own home and goes on a trip to play in selected locations. At the end of the program, each team will return to their home if necessary. Thus, the problem is to decide on the optimal plan and to make the average travel fee less. The problem can be formalized according to the following rules:
Input
1 N teams participate on the tour.
2 Every team has its own stadium.
3 Distances between stadiums are known.
The following constraints should be taken into account:
1 Each pair of teams (we can call them A and B) makes 2 matches. One of them is at A's and the other is at B's home. Thus, 2×(N-1) rounds are made and N/2 matches are performed in each round (N is the number of teams) (Double Round Robin restriction).
2 No team will be able to compete successive four times in their home or away on the road (Successive restriction). 3 For any pair of teams, for example, A and B, the match played at A's/B's home and the match played at B's/A's home cannot be on consecutive tours (non-repeating restriction). Thus, if the match is made at A's home this week, it cannot be done at B's home; matches should be played with other teams [44] . [35] . Looking at the distance between the cities where the teams in Table 3 are located, it will be found how much the ATL team will move through the league [11] : The total distance in the league will be obtained by taking the sum of the distances according to the league program for each team. This total distance gives us the value of the objective function. As this distance decreases, the solution of the problem will also be considered as successful. Therefore, TTP is exactly the problem of minimizing the total distance in the league. The NL shown in Table 5 means nation- Table 5 .
Solution of the Travelling Tournament Problem with Optics Inspired Optimization
Assume that the number of teams is 8. By following the constraints defined in TTP, based on the distance matrix of the cities indicated in Table 6 , the problem of minimizing the total movement of the teams through the league is achieved by OIO. League schedule for the first match is shown in Table 7 . Table 9 shows the league fixture based on the weekly match schedule in Table 8 . Twelve iterations are shown in Tables 10-21. Movement path for 1st team: Team 1 will play with team 7 (home), 6 (home), 5 (home), 7 (away), 6 (away), 5 (away), 8 (home), 3 (home), 4 (away), 2 (away), 4 (home), 2 (home), 8 (away), 3 (away) according to the league fixture shown in Table 9 .
Looking at the distances between the cities shown in Table 6 , it can be found how far the 1st team will move through the league: Similarly, for all other teams, the total mobility during the iteration is shown in Table 10 . The league schedule and the total distance the teams have taken based on the first match shown in Table 7 are similarly calculated for the matches shown in Tables 11-21 . Table 12 The league schedule for the third match and the total distance the teams took in an iteration The total distance (global minimum) of the teams in the 11th week was calculated as 7955 km, based on the results obtained in 1 iteration, i.e. 12 weeks, of the algorithm. When the algorithm is run for 100 iterations, the total distance obtained is 7372 km.
Generally, performances of computational intelligence optimization algorithms in terms of many metrics for a specific complex problem are compared within the same conditions. Due to the stochastic characteristics of the computational intelligence opti- In order to compare the performance of the OIO algorithm with the LCA, the same iteration parameters have been used. LightPoint value is selected as 12 in OIO algorithm. In LCA, the number of teams (Team) is 4. LightPoint is set to this value because there will be a total of 12 matches during the season, as it is 4 teams in the league and 3 weeks a season. N value Table 20 The league schedule for the eleventh match and the total distance the teams took in an iteration 11 refers to the problem dimension and N was selected as 8 in both algorithms. In contrast to the number of seasons in LCA, the maximum iteration value in OIO algorithm is 100. LCA and OIO for 1 season or iteration and 100 seasons or iterations used in the total distance optimization in the TTP have been run and the performances of both optimization algorithms on this problem have been measured. The total minimum distance obtained is shown in Table 22 . The t-test results obtained by running LCA and OIO algorithms for 1 season or iteration are shown in Table 23 , and the t-test results obtained by running 100 seasons or iterations are shown in Table 24 . In the t-test;
H 0 : It is argued that there is no difference between the means.
H a : It is argued that there is a meaningful difference between the means. In the t-test, there are two hypotheses, H 0 and H a . When the P value is less than 0.05, the H 0 hypothesis is rejected and H a is accepted. When the P value is greater than or equal to 0.05, the H 0 hypothesis is accepted and H a is rejected. H 0 hypothesis will be "The convergence value of OIO to global minimum is not lower than the convergence value of LCA to global minimum, there is no difference between the mean values of the obtained minimum values". H a hypothesis will be "The convergence value of OIO to the global minimum is lower than the convergence value of LCA to global minimum, meaning there is a significant difference between the means".
According to the P values shown in Table 27 , it is seen that single-ended 0.0005 and double-ended 0.001, both values being less than 0.05. The H 0 hypothesis is rejected and H a is accepted. OIO algorithm has shown better results than LCA for 1 season-iteration. According to t-test results, OIO's success has been found to be statistically better than LCA in 30 experiments. According to the P values shown in Table 28 , it is seen that single-ended 0.01 and double-ended 0.03, both values being less than 0.05. The H 0 hypothesis is rejected and H a is accepted. OIO algorithm has shown better results than LCA for 100 season-iteration. According to t-test results, OIO's success has been found to be statistically better than LCA in 30 experiments.
Another experiment has been performed within real dataset NL8 obtained from [30] as shown in Table 25 . The same parameters have been selected as used in synthetic dataset. Two algorithms have been executed 30 times. The obtained distances are listed in Table  26 . OIO seems to perform better than LCA, however, the differences between mean values are not statistically important as evidenced by the t-test results shown in Table 27 . 
Conclusions
Problems encountered in sports sciences such as traveling tournament problem, referee appointment problem, tournament planning, qualification and elimination problems, minimization of moving problems are difficult to be efficiently solved. Novel and computationally efficient methods should be searched for these search and optimization problems. OIO is one of the most recent physics-based algorithm that can be effectively used to solve such problems.
In this study, LCA and OIO were used for the first time to solve the Traveling Tournament Problem for which the total movement of the teams of the games has been aimed to be minimized considering the constraints. The results obtained from OIO are compared with the results obtained from LCA which is one of the most recent artificial intelligence based optimization algorithms.
In the formed artificial league, the total movement of all the teams obtained from OIO in the 1st season was 8417 km. When the algorithm's season number is set to 100, the total mobility has decreased to 7362 km. Similarly, the total movement of all the teams obtained from LCA in the 1st iteration was 7955 km. When the algorithm's iteration number is set to 100, the total mobility has decreased to 7372 km. These two new algorithms have been also used for a real dataset and OIO seems to perform better than LCA. Although OIO is very new, the obtained results are promising and OIO seems to be an alternative method for the complex search and optimization problems for which mathematical model cannot be created or takes too long for computing even if it is created. Distributed and parallel versions of OIO and LCA with optimized parameters can be proposed for many different complex problems.
